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Abstract
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) lack stable structures under physiological conditions but
often fold into stable structures upon specific binding. These coupled binding and folding
processes underlie the organization of cellular regulatory networks, and a mechanistic
understanding is thus of fundamental importance. Here, we investigated the synergistic folding
of two IDPs, namely, the NCBD domain of transcription coactivator CBP and the p160 steroid
receptor coactivator ACTR, using a topology-based model that was carefully calibrated to
balance intrinsic folding propensities and intermolecular interactions. As one of the most
structured IDPs, NCBD is a plausible candidate that interacts through conformational selectionlike mechanisms, where binding is mainly initiated by pre-existing folded-like conformations.
Indeed, the simulations demonstrate that, even though binding and folding of both NCBD and
ACTR is highly cooperative on the baseline level, the tertiary folding of NCBD is best described
by the “extended conformational selection” model that involves multiple stages of selection and
induced folding. The simulations further predict that the NCBD/ACTR recognition is mainly
initiated by forming a mini folded core that includes the second and third helices of NCBD and
ACTR. These predictions are fully consistent with independent physics-based atomistic
simulations as well as a recent experimental mapping of the H/D exchange protection factors.
The current work thus adds to the limited number of existing mechanistic studies of coupled
binding and folding of IDPs, and provides a first direct demonstration of how conformational
selection might contribute to efficient recognition of IDPs. Interestingly, even for highly
structured IDPs like NCBD, the recognition is initiated by the more disordered C-terminal
segment and with substantial contribution from induced folding. Together with existing studies
of IDP interaction mechanisms, this argues that induced folding is likely prevalent in IDP-protein
interaction, and emphasizes the importance of understanding how IDPs manage to fold
efficiently upon (nonspecific) binding. Success of the current study also further supports the
notion that, with careful calibration, topology-based models can be effective tools for
mechanistic study of IDP interaction and regulation, especially when combined with physicsbased atomistic simulations and experiments.
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Introduction
Cellular signaling and regulation frequently involve proteins or protein segments that lack stable
tertiary folds under physiological conditions and instead exist as heterogeneous and presumably
dynamic ensembles of disordered structures1-5. Such intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs)
often fold into stable structures upon binding to specific targets. It is important to understand the
mechanisms of these coupled binding and folding interactions, as they underlie the organization
of regulatory networks for cellular signaling and decision-making. IDPs are also extensively
implicated in various human diseases including cancer, neurodegenerative diseases and
diabetes6. Mechanistic understanding of IDP interactions and regulation can thus aid in assessing
related human diseases and devising rational strategies to modulate IDP functions for therapeutic
purposes. In particular, signaling and regulatory IDPs arguably represent a novel class of
potential drug targets7. Several small molecules have been successfully developed to bind IDPs
and interfere with their interactions using high-throughput screening8-10. However, the structural
plasticity that allows IDPs to function as versatile regulators poses a significant challenge for
rational optimization of the potential drug molecules. The structure of the bound IDP complex
alone is not likely going to be sufficient. Instead, an in-depth understanding of how coupled
binding and folding occurs and how this process might be modulated by drug molecules is
expected to be necessary.
At the baseline level, coupled binding and folding could follow two ideal mechanisms, namely,
induced folding and conformational selection. These two extreme mechanisms differ in the
kinetic ordering of the binding and folding events: (nonspecific) binding precedes folding in
induced folding, and vice versa in conformational selection. Importantly, these mechanisms
emphasize different conformational properties of IDPs for interaction. Conformational selection
requires the pre-existence of folded-like conformations in the unbound state, and further argues
that such preformed structural elements play a main role in initiating recognition11-13. In contrast,
induced folding emphasizes intrinsic flexibility and nonspecific binding for efficient interaction.
Under induced folding scenario, the specific features of the residual structures in the unbound
state do not directly affect recognition. Instead, it is the overall level of residual structures that
plays a functional role, which is to modulate the binding thermodynamics through the entropic
cost of folding. Therefore, such a seemingly semantic classification of the baseline mechanism
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provides a necessary starting point for understanding how recognition of a specific IDP may be
regulated or modulated, such as by post-translational modifications, amino acid replacements,
cellular environment, and drug molecules. Note that actual IDP interactions are not expected to
follow either ideal mechanism exclusively. Both mechanisms could play roles, such as at
different stages of coupled binding and folding14,15. There might also be dependence on the
solution conditions16 and even the nature of the specific target.
Residual structures often persist in unbound IDPs1. Intriguingly, these residual structures often
resemble the folded conformations adopted in complexes12,17,18. Such observations have been
frequently considered as evidence for conformational selection-like mechanisms of IDP
interactions12,13,17-19. However, pre-existence of folded-like conformations is not sufficient
evidence for conformational selection. Instead, one needs to further clarify whether the
preformed structures play a significant role in initiating binding, such as by examining the free
energy surfaces and transition state ensembles of coupled binding and folding, or, more directly,
by comparing the time-scales (or equivalently rate constants) of binding and folding
transitions16,20. For example, previous atomistic simulations of the extreme C-terminus of tumor
suppressor p53 reveal that, while the free peptide appears to sample several distinct folded-like
conformations observed experimentally in various complexes, its interaction with one of its
specific targets, S100B(), is mainly initiated by nonspecific binding of unfolded
conformations21. Interestingly, the p53 peptide does not appear to be an unusual case, and
evidence has recently accumulated to suggest that induced folding is likely prevalent in IDPprotein interactions5,22. Induced folding has been consistently observed in mechanistic studies of
IDP interaction from experiments23-25 and simulations26-30. Additional evidence of induced
folding comes from kinetic data showing that stabilizing native-like structures in unbound IDPs
actually reduce the binding rate31,32. Theoretical considerations based on the dynamic energy
landscape view have predicted that induced folding would prevail with stronger and longer-range
intermolecular interactions33. This appears to be the case for IDP-protein interactions: structural
plasticity for adopting distinct folded states is considered a hallmark of regulatory IDPs 34,35;
therefore, intermolecular interactions do overwhelm intrinsic folding prior to binding and dictate
binding-induced folding of IDPs.
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Despite the compelling arguments that can be made above for the prevalence of induced folding,
conformational selection could play important or even dominant roles for some IDPs. One such
possible example is the nuclear-receptor co-activator binding domain (NCBD) of transcription
coactivator CREB-binding protein (CBP). It is one of the most structured IDPs that have been
characterized so far. Free NCBD is highly helical with molten globule characteristics36,37. Four
folded structures of NCBD have been determined, in complex with the trans-activation domain
(TAD) of tumor suppressor p5338, the p160 steroid receptor co-activator ACTR39, the steroid
receptor co-activator 1 (SRC1)40, and the interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF3)41, respectively. In
these complexes, NCBD adopts two distinct folds, which mainly differ in the tertiary packing of
three similar helices. Two representative folded structures of NCBD, as observed in the
NCBD/ACTR and NCBD/IRF3 complexes, are shown in Fig. 1. The structures of NCBD in
complex with SRC1 and p53 are similar to that with ACTR. NCBD appears to have a strong
tendency to pre-fold, and it is possible to stabilize various conformational sub-states of the
unbound NCBD by tuning the solution conditions. For example, two structures of free NCBD
have been determined by solution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)18,42. Intriguingly, the
recent NMR structure of free NCBD turns out to be very similar to the folded structure in the
NCBD/ACTR complex, and this was considered strong evidence for conformational selection in
coupled binding and folding of NCBD18. However, as we previously demonstrated in the case of
the p53 extreme C-terminus, pre-existence of folded-like conformations is only a necessary but
insufficient condition of conformational selection. Nonetheless, given the highly helical nature
and apparent tendency to pre-fold, NCBD does seem to represent one of the most probable cases
of conformation selection, if any IDP could rely on preformed structures for efficient initiation of
specific recognition.
This work exploits topology-based modeling as an effective means to determine the mechanism
of NCBD/ACTR interaction and to test whether conformation selection indeed could play a
dominant role for highly structured IDPs like NCBD. The NCBD/ACTR interaction is
particularly interesting also because ACTR is an IDP as well. Such synergistic folding of two
IDPs has not yet been investigated in detail. Topology-based modeling is based on the
conceptual framework of minimally frustrated energy landscape for natural proteins43, which
argues natural proteins achieve efficient and robust folding by evolving to possess smooth,
funneled underlying free energy landscapes. There is a strong correlation between the free
4

energy and fraction of native contacts. In other words, native interactions largely shape the
protein energy landscape and non-native ones do not play significant roles. Therefore, given the
folded topology, one can derive a list of native contacts and construct effective energy functions
that capture the gross features of the true energy landscape. These energy functions are often
referred to as Gō- or Gō-like models. These models are extremely efficient and allow direct
simulation of folding and unfolding transitions to characterize both kinetics and thermodynamics
of folding. Indeed, topology-based modeling has provided impressive correspondence between
experiment and theory for many proteins43,44. In principle, it should be applicable to bindinginduced folding of IDPs, as binding and folding are analogous processes45,46 and the topology of
the folded complex ought to dictate the gross aspects of recognition mechanism. However, there
do exist important differences between sequence and interfacial characteristics of IDPs and
globular proteins. For example, IDPs are enriched with charged and polar residues and lack large
hydrophobic residues47. At the same time, IDPs rely on more on hydrophobic contacts for
interfacial interactions48. These differences can translate into significant shift in the balance of
local folding and intermolecular binding, which subsequently determines important aspects of
coupled binding and folding, such as whether the baseline mechanism follows induced folding or
conformational selection. Therefore, existing Gō-like models designed for globular proteins
might not be directly applied to IDP complexes.
Using well-characterized model IDP complexes29, we have recently illustrated that, even with
sequence-flavoring, exiting Gō-like models need to be re-calibrated to balance the intrinsic
folding propensities and the intermolecular interaction strength. Such calibration requires
additional (experimental) information including the binding affinity and the level of residual
structures in the unbound states. We have further shown that, once calibrated, topology-based
models do not only appear to predict the correct baseline mechanism of interaction, but are also
capable of capturing nontrivial specific details of binding-induced folding. For example, the
calibrated Gō-like model predicts that the phosphorylated kinase inducible domain (pKID) of
transcription factor CREB initiates binding to the KIX domain of CBP via the C-terminus in
disordered conformations, followed by binding and folding of the rest of the C-terminal helix
and finally the N-terminal helix. This multi-step sequential binding-induced folding mechanism
of pKID is surprisingly consistent with several key observations derived from a recent NMR
study23, and provides a molecular interpretation of key NMR-derived kinetic rates. In this work,
5

we applied a similar approach to construct a balanced topology-derived model of the
NCBD/ACTR complex and investigate the mechanism of the synergistic folding of NCBD and
ACTR. While important limitations clearly exist with such simplistic proteins models derived
from the folded topology29, these models can be expected to capture important aspects of the
NCBD/ACTR recognition and provide an effective means to generate initial insights that may be
further investigated by detailed simulations and/or experiments.

Methods
Topology-based Modeling of NCBD/ACTR
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Figure 1, a) The NMR structure of the NCBD/ACTR complex (PDB: 1kbh39). NCBD is
shown in green and ACTR in orange. All helices of NCBD and ACTR are labeled. b)
An overlay of two representative folded structures of NCBD. The conformation in
complex with ACTR is shown in green, and the one with IRF3 in yellow (PDB: 1zoq 41).
Only the structured segment (residues 2066-2112) is shown, and the two structures are
aligned using the backbone atoms of the second helix (residues 2085-2093).
An initial sequenced-flavored Gō-like model was first derived from the PDB structure of the
NCBD/ACTR complex (PDB: 1kbh39) (see Fig. 1a), using the Multiscale Modeling Tools for
Structural Biology (MMTSB) Gō-Model Builder (http://www.mmtsb.org)49,50. The model
represents each residue using a single C bead and treats the C-based native interactions using
the Miyazawa-Jernigan (MJ) statistical potentials51 to provide residue-specific energetic biases.
In addition, it includes knowledge-based sequence-dependent, but native-structure independent,
pseudo-torsional potentials. The underlying idea is that sequence could provide differing
statistical weights to the populations of structural elements during folding to modulate their
prevalence as observable intermediates and affect folding kinetics. The sequenced-flavored Gōlike models have been shown to recapitulate subtle differences in folding mechanisms and
kinetics that arise from sequence differences in topologically analogous proteins52,53. Therefore,
it is particularly suitable for extension to modeling IDPs. The initial model was then calibrated
by first uniformly scaling the strengths of sets of intra-molecular native contact interaction
strengths based on experimental knowledge of the overall level of residual structures in unbound
NCBD and ACTR. The strengths of inter-molecular contacts were then scaled to match the
simulated and experimental binding affinities of the complex. Both NCBD and ACTR fold into
three helices in the complex. The three NCBD helices are (in mouse CBP numbering): 1 (20662076; Nintra=12, Ninter=13), 2 (2085-2092; Nintra=8, Ninter=8), and 3 (2094-2112; Nintra=18,
Ninter=41); the three ACTR helices are (in human ACTR numbering): 1 (1044-1058; Nintra=18,
Ninter=32), 2 (1063-1071; Nintra=9, Ninter=16), and 3 (1072-1080; Nintra=9, Ninter=12). Ninter
denotes the numbers of native inter-molecular contacts, and Nintra is the number of native
contacts within the individual helix. All 76 native intermolecular contacts and the corresponding
strengths of interactions from the original sequenced-flavored Gō-like model are listed in the
Supplemental Materials Table S1. The total number of intra-molecular contacts is 49 for ACTR
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and 78 for NCBD. As shown in Fig. S1, while NCBD contains a small number of tertiary
contacts that define the 1-2 interface and the short 2-3 turn, ACTR largely lacks tertiary
contacts.
Simulation Protocols
The complex was simulated in a 105 Å cubic box with periodic boundary conditions using
CHARMM54,55. Langevin dynamics simulations were performed with a dynamic time step of 15
fs and a friction coefficient of 0.1 ps-1. Lengths of all virtual bonds were fixed with SHAKE56,
and the cutoff distance for non-bonded interactions was 25 Å. For the calibration of the intramolecular interactions, free NCBD and ACTR were simulated at 300 K for 750 ns. Due to the
tight binding, enhanced sampling with replica exchange (REX)57 is necessary for reliable
calculation of Kd to calibrate the intermolecular interactions. All REX simulations were
performed with the MMSTB Toolset49,50 with eight replicas spanning 270 to 370 K. The lengths
of calibration REX simulations range from 2 to 5 s. Once the model was properly calibrated, a
30-s production simulation was initiated from the PDB structure near the melting temperature
(Tm ~ 315 K), which was used to calculate all the free energy profiles shown in the rest of this
paper. Ten additional productions simulations were initiated from randomly selected folded and
unfolded conformations sampled in the REX calibration run (see Fig. S2a). These simulations
allow better transition statistics for the construction of the conformational space network (CSN).
As summarized in Table S2, a total of 268 folding/binding and unfolding/unbinding transitions
were sampled in all production simulations. Representative time traces of the fractions of interand intra-molecular contacts are shown in Fig. S2b.
Data Analysis
All the analysis was carried out using CHARMM and additional in-house scripts. A given native
contact is considered formed if the inter-C distance is no more than 1 Å greater than the distance
in the PDB structure. For equilibrium simulations of free NCBD and ACTR, the helicity was
calculated as the fraction of 1-5 (backbone) native contacts formed. For REX simulations of the
complex, weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) was used to combine information from
all temperatures to compute either Cv curves or unbiased probability distributions58. The
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unbound state was identified as the one without any native intermolecular contacts formed, and
the dissociation constants were calculated from the bound and unbound probabilities as,
2
1660 pub
KD 
,
V0 1  pub

(1)

where V0 is the periodic box volume in unit of Å3. For production simulations at Tm, all free
energy surfaces are converted directly from the corresponding histograms. The surfaces were

then shifted such that the bound minima were at zero. Helix cross angles were calculated using
the Chothia-Levitt-Richardson algorithm59 as implemented in CHARMM.
To construct the CSN, all conformations sampled during all 11 production simulations at 315 K
were first assigned to discrete microscopic states (nodes) using 8 fractions of native contacts as
ACTR
descriptors, including the fraction of intra-molecular contacts of ACTR ( Qintra
), the fraction of
NCBD
tertiary contacts of NCBD ( Qintra-tert
), the fractions of intermolecular contacts made by the three
ACTR-1
ACTR- 2
ACTR- 3
ACTR helices ( Qinter
, Qinter
and Qinter
), and the fractions
 of inter-molecular contacts
NCBD-1
NCBD- 2
NCBD- 3
made by the threeNCBD helices ( Qinter
, Qinter
and Qinter
). Distribution along each

NCBD
descriptor
evenlyinto 5 bins except for Qintra-tert
, where five non-uniform bins were
 was divided

used with 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 as the dividing values. The reason for using non-uniform sub


NCBD
states is to resolve natural conformational states along Qintra-tert
without having to using more

bins. The total possible number of conformational states using the above setup is 58 = 390625.

For clarity, only the most populated nodes with additional nodes from the transition paths were

included in the CSN. The transition paths were defined as those where the system left either the
bound or unbound state and entered the other state without revisiting the originating state. The
fraction of the total native intermolecular contacts formed (Qinter) was used as the order
parameter for defining the bound and unbound state for transition path identification. Qinter=0.15
was used as the upper bound of the unbound state, and Qinter=0.4 as the lower bound of the bound
state. Inclusion of nodes on the transition paths is necessary to preserve different transition
pathways when a limited number of nodes are used to construct the CSN. The resulting network
was visualized with stress minimization using visone (www.visone.de). The node sizes and link
thickness in the final CSNs shown reflect the statistical weights in logarithmic scale.
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Figure 2. a) Probability distributions of the overall helicity of the unbound ACTR,
calculated with various uniform scaling of the intra-molecular interaction strengths. b)
Probability distributions of the helicities of three NCBD helical segments in the unbound
and bound states. The unbound state was calculated without any scaling of the intra-

Results and Discussion
Calibration of the Sequence-Flavored Gō-like Model
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molecular interaction strengths, and the bound state distributions were calculated from a
1-s simulation of the complex using the final calibrated model (see main text).
Previous NMR secondary chemical shift analysis has estimated that the free NCBD has nativelike helical content and the free ACTR is highly disordered with low residual helicity37. Fig. 2a
compares the overall helicity distributions of unbound ACTR with different levels of scaling of
the strengths of all intra-molecular interactions. Clearly, it shows that the original sequenceflavored Gō-like model overestimates the residual structure level. The scaling factor of ACTR
intra-molecular interaction strengths was chosen to be 0.4 in the final model, which yields an
average helicity of ~30%. Note that, due to the coarse-grained nature, the C-only model has a
limiting helicity of near 20% even without any specific intramolecular interactions (e.g., see the
0.1 trace in Fig. 2a). A helicity of ~30% is thus near the “random coil” limit within the context of
the peptide model. For NCBD, it turned out that no scaling of the intra-molecular interaction
strengths was necessary. As shown in Fig 2b, all three helices of NCBD in the unbound state are
nearly as stable as in the bound state. It is interesting that sequence-flavoring alone correctly
predicts NCBD-3 to be the least stable helix in the unbound state. This is consistent with the
results of NMR secondary chemical shift analysis37.
Once the scaling factors of the intra-molecular interaction strengths were determined, multiple
REX simulations were carried out using different scaling of the intermolecular interaction
strengths. The free energy profiles as a function of Qinter with a few different scaling factors are
provided in Fig. S3a. The original model yields Kd ~ M, nearly two orders of magnitude weaker
than the experimental value of Kd = 34 ± 8 nM36. The optimal scaling of the intermolecular
interaction strengths turns out to be 1.1, which yields Kd ~ 23 nM and Tm ~ 315 K. The heat
capacity as a function of temperature calculated from a 4.9-s REX simulation using the final
model is shown in Fig. S3b. Surprisingly, with sequence flavoring, the topology-derived models
appear to consistently predict strong structural fluctuations within the folded complex, such that
the folded minimum centers at Qinter ~ 0.6 even with substantial strengthening of the
intermolecular interactions (e.g., with scaling factors up to 1.5; data not shown). Further
examination of the list of all native intermolecular contacts (see Table S1) reveals that it contains
many contacts involving small hydrophobic residues and/or charged ones. These contacts are
weak in the MJ scale51, and frequently involve the C-termini of ACTR and NCBD. Indeed, the
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root-mean-squared fluctuation (RMSF) profiles computed from a control simulation of the
complex at 300 K using the calibrated model reveal significantly elevated fluctuation at the Ctermini of both ACTR-3 and NCBD-3 (see Fig. S4). Interestingly, a previous NMR relaxation
analysis has also revealed fluctuating contacts between ACTR-3 and NCBD-337. In addition,
a recent H/D exchange mass spectrometry (H/D-MS) study60 showed that, within the folded
regions of NCBD and ACTR, peptide segments that map to the C-termini of both ACTR-3 and
NCBD-3 had the smallest protection factors. Therefore, it appears that the strong structural
fluctuations predicted by the calibrated sequence-flavored model is realistic, and no adjustment
to the model was applied to further stabilize the complex.
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Figure 3. 2D free energy surfaces of the synergistic binding and folding of NCBD and
ACTR
NCBD
ACTR. Qintra
and Qintra
are the fractions of native intra-molecular contacts formed by

ACTR and NCBD, respectively. Contour levels are drawn at every kT.
 baselinemechanism: induced folding vs. conformational selection
The

With careful calibration, the final sequence-flavored Gō-like model is able to reproduce the
experimental data on the binding affinity and the level of residual structures in the unbound
proteins. Therefore, the model properly reflects the balance between the intrinsic folding
propensities of NCBD and ACTR and the strength of their interactions. This balance should
allow a reliable prediction of the baseline mechanism. For this, we examine the free energy
surfaces along appropriate binding and folding reaction coordinates, where the most probable
transition paths can be identified as the minimum free energy paths connecting various basins. In
the context of topology-based modeling, the fractions of native contacts provide natural reaction
coordinates for describing folding, and analogously, binding61. Fig. 3 examines the 2D binding
and folding free energy surfaces of NCBD and ACTR, using the total fractions of inter- and
intra-molecular contacts as order parameters. Apparently, both NCBD and ACTR bind and fold
ACTR
NCBD
in a highly cooperative fashion, as Qintra
and Qintra
gradually increase together with Qinter. In
NCBD
particular, even though the free NCBD is highly helical (see Fig. 2b), Qintra
does not appear to

increase any faster than Qinter, i.e., folding does not precede binding on the whole protein level.


Therefore, on the baseline level, neither NCBD nor ACTR follows either induced folding or

conformational selection. Not surprisingly, folding of NCBD and ACTR are highly synergistic.
As shown in Fig. 3c, neither protein displays any significant folding without binding (and
folding) of the partner.
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Figure 4. Probability distributions of the fraction of native intermolecular contacts
NCBD-1
formed a) by NCBD-1, Qinter
, and b) between the C-terminal segments of NCBD and
NCBD- 2 3-ACTR- 2 3
ACTR, Qinter
. The unbound state has no native intermolecular contact by



definition and is thus not shown. c) A representative snapshot of the intermediate state,

with all helical segments colored and marked.

A key intermediate state of the NCBD/ACTR interaction
The free energy surfaces in Fig. 3 also reveal a key intermediate state of the NCBD/ACTR
interaction, at Qinter ~ 0.25. To further characterize the nature of this state, conformations
sampled during the production simulation were grouped to three states: Qinter = 0 for the unbound
state, 0.21 < Qinter < 0.32 for the intermediate state (corresponding to 16 to 24 native contacts
formed), and Qinter > 0.5 for the bound state. Structural analysis of the resulting ensembles
reveals that in the intermediate state NCBD and ACTR mainly interact through the C-terminal
segments that include both 2 and 3, while 1 helices from both proteins are largely unbound
(see Fig. 4). At the intermediate state, 2 and 3 from both proteins are similarly folded
compared to the bound state, while 1 helices remain as (un)structured as in the unbound state
(see Fig. S5). Further analysis of the helix-helix packing geometry including helix center
distances and cross angles (see Fig. S6) demonstrates that the C-terminal segments of NCBD and
ACTR adopt highly folded-like tertiary conformations in this intermediate state, which is
NCBD- 2 3-ACTR- 2 3
consistent with the Qinter
distributions shown in Fig. 4b. Therefore, the C-terminal

segments of NCBD and ACTR appear to serve as a mini folding core prior to complete binding
and folding (e.g., see Fig. 4c). As discussed above, NMR, H/D-MS and the current simulations

all suggest significant structural fluctuation in interactions between NCBD-3 and ACTR-3.
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Figure 5. 2D free energy surfaces of coupled binding and tertiary folding of NCBD.
NCBD
is the fraction of native tertiary intra-molecular contacts formed by NCBD. θα2-α3
Qintra-tert



The observation that the C-terminal 2 and 3 regions of these two proteins form the key
folding core, and play a major role in initiating specific recognition can thus be surprising.
Nonetheless, this prediction is fully consistent with independent atomistic unfolding and
unbinding simulations using physics-based explicit and implicit solvent protein force fields62.
Furthermore, it also appears to be consistent with the recent H/D-MS study60, where peptide
segments within the 2 and 3 regions of both NCBD and ACTR were shown to have much
larger protection factors compared to those mapped into other folded regions of the complex.
Mechanism of coupled binding and tertiary folding of NCBD

15

is the cross angle between NCBD-2 and3, and θα1-α2 is that between NCBD-1
and2. In panel a), the unbound, intermediate and bound states are marked with U, I and
B, respectively. Contour levels are drawn at every kT.
NCBD is highly helical in the unbound state (see Fig. 2b), and only forms a limited number of
tertiary intra-molecular contacts upon folding and binding to ACTR (see Fig. S1b). The total
NCBD
fraction of intra-molecular contacts ( Qintra
) is thus not a sensitive measure of NCBD tertiary

folding. To better understand the interplay between binding and NCBD tertiary folding, Fig. 5a
examines the free energy surface as a function of Qinter and the fraction of tertiary intra-molecular

NCBD
contacts of NCBD, Qintra-tert
. At the baseline level (e.g., assuming an inability to resolve the
details along the pathways connecting the unbound and bound states), it appears that the increase
NCBD
in Qinter precedes and thus presumably drives that of Qintra-tert
, i.e., an induced folding-like

mechanism. However, such a baseline mechanistic classification appears to break down once the

additional details of the transition pathways are taken into consideration. Instead, conformational

selection appears to play key roles during different stages of binding and tertiary folding of
NCBD. Specifically, the transition between the unbound and intermediate states follows both
induced folding and conformational selection-like pathways, as indicated by the yellow and dark
green dashed lines connecting states U and I in Fig. 5a. Furthermore, the conformational
selection-like pathway has lower free energy barrier (by ~ 1 kT), and is thus slightly favored.
More notably, the intermediate-bound transition appears to mainly follow conformational
selection on the tertiary level, where NCBD quickly folds before forming additional native
contacts with ACTR (e.g., see the green dashed line connecting states I and B in Fig. 5a). Such a
staged mechanism of coupled binding and tertiary folding of NCBD resembles the extended
conformational selection model recently discussed by Csermely, Palotai and Nussinov 15, which
emphasizes a multi-stage mutual adjustment process that involves both induced folding and
conformational selection.
With largely folded helices in the unbound state, the tertiary folding of NCBD mainly involves
packing of the three helical segments. The analysis above (e.g., see Fig. 4) has shown that the
unbound-intermediate transition mainly involves the folding of NCBD-2 and 3 and the next
step involves that of NCBD-1. In Fig. 5b and c, we directly examine the coupling between
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intermolecular interactions and formation of native-like helix-helix packing as reflected in the
helix-helix cross-angles. The analysis shows that the transition pathways between the unbound
and intermediate states indeed have a very broad distribution, and there is a continuum between
two extreme mechanisms of induced folding and conformational selection for (binding-induced)
tertiary packing of NCBD-2 and 3 (as indicated by multiple dashed lines in Fig. 5b). In the
intermediate state, NCBD-1 remains nearly as dynamic as in the unbound state, but with a
slight enrichment of folded-like conformations (also see Fig. S6, red traces). These folded-like
conformations appear to play a key role in initiating the binding and folding of the rest of the
complex. One way to understand the conformational selection-like transition between the
intermediate and bound states is that, as the most stable helix, NCBD-1’s packing with the
folded core of NCBD-2 and 3 is defined by only a few degrees of freedom. Thus, NCBD-1
can readily adopt native-like packing upon making of a few additional intermolecular contacts,
which appears to drive the formation of the remaining intermolecular contacts.
Folding and binding of individual helical segments of NCBD and ACTR
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Figure 6. 2D free energy surfaces of as functions of Qinter and the fraction of intramolecular native interactions formed within individual helices of NCBD and ACTR.
Contour levels are drawn at every kT.
We have further examined coupled binding and folding of individual helices of NCBD and
ACTR. As shown in Fig. 6a-b, NCBD-1 and 2 are very stable in the unbound state, and bind
largely as pre-folded helices as expected. The least stable helix of NCBD, 3 appears to fold
concurrently with binding (Fig. 6c). In contrast to NCBD helices, all ACTR helices are largely
unstructured in the unbound state, and they appear to mainly follow induced folding-like
mechanisms. As shown in Fig. 6d-f, Qinter increases faster than various Qintra of individual helices
during transitions, either between the unbound and intermediate states (ACTR-2 and 3) or
between the intermediate and bound states (ACTR-1). In other words, intermolecular
interactions drive the (secondary) folding of ACTR. Taken together, the current topology-based
simulation suggests that NCBD provides pre-folded structural elements on both secondary and
tertiary levels, which allow efficient binding of ACTR in unstructured conformations and drive
specific folding of ACTR during different stages of the recognition.
Figs. 7 and 8 further examine the sequence of binding of all ACTR and NCBD helices by
comparing the free energy projections along various combinations of the fractions of native
intermolecular contacts formed by different helical segments. Examination of the minimum free
energy paths connecting various basins along these projections reveals detailed (kinetic) ordering
of binding and folding of individual segments. The analysis supports the above observation that
2 and 3 from both proteins drive the recognition by forming the folded core at the
intermediate state. Specifically, binding of ACTR-2 and 3 precedes that of ACTR-1 (Fig. 7d
and e), and binding of NCBD-2 and 3 precedes that of NCBD-1 (Fig. 8d and e).
Furthermore, NCBD-3 and ACTR-2 appear to be the most frequently involved in initiating
the recognition. NCBD-3 has the largest number of native intermolecular contacts (Ninter=41)
and its role in initiating binding and folding may thus be expected63. However, ACTR-2 does
not have the highest density of native contacts and its role in initiating recognition is unexpected
from simple consideration of native contact density. Interestingly, these free energy surfaces also
reveal a co-existence of many parallel pathways of the NCBD/ACTR recognition. For example,
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NCBD-1
Fig. 8a shows that, along the dominant pathway (indicated by the yellow dashed line), Qinter

does not increase from near zero until Qinter exceeds ~ 0.25. That is, NCBD-1 binds only after a
signification number of native intermolecular interactions are formed). At the same time, there

exists a minor pathway where binding is initiated by NCBD-1 (indicated by the green dashed
line in Fig. 8a). These parallel pathways are also evident in Fig. 8d. In fact, the free energy
surfaces shown in Fig. 7 and 8 suggest that all helices of NCBD and ACTR could initiate
binding, albeit with different levels of prevalence. Such diversity in folding and binding pathway
is not surprising, and is actually expected to be generally true based on the funneled energy
landscape theory64. The importance of examining the recognition mechanism using multiple sets
NCBD
of order parameters should also be emphasized. For example, the Qintra-tert
- Qinter free energy

surface shown in Fig. 5a alone could lead to an overly simplified view that the recognition
occurs through a well-defined pathway that involves folding and binding of 2 and 3, followed

by binding and folding of 1 helices. This is a limitation of free energy analysis along preselected order parameters, which can mask important heterogeneity and complexity along
orthogonal degrees of freedom.
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Figure 7. 2D free energy surfaces as functions of the fractions of native intermolecular
contacts formed by various segments of ACTR. Contour levels are drawn at every kT.

Figure 8. 2D free energy surfaces as functions of the fractions of native intermolecular
contacts formed by various segments of NCBD. Contour levels are drawn at every kT.
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Network analysis of the complex pathways of coupled binding and folding
CSN analysis does not rely on pre-determined order parameters as required in the traditional free
energy analysis, and can thus allow better visualization of the heterogeneous pathways of protein
folding and binding65-67. One of key challenges in constructing the CSN is the need to divide the
continuous protein conformational space into discrete microstates. The discretization has been
mainly achieved either by conformational clustering68-71 or by using a reduced set of (structural)
descriptors67,72. In the context of topology-based modeling, various fractions of native contexts
do provide natural reaction coordinates and are thus appropriate for defining microstates. Fig. 9
shows a CSN of the synergetic folding of NCBD and ACTR derived from all 11 production
simulations, by including only the most populated 100 nodes and additional 200 nodes from the
transition paths. The total number of links is 15161. Including additional nodes does not change
the appearance of the CSN (e.g., see Fig. S7). Even though powerful analysis can be done to
further analyze the kinetic portioning and connectivity of the conformational space, the goal here
is mainly to illustrate and visualize the complexity of multiple pathways of binding and folding
of NCBD and ACTR. With the nodes distributed with minimized stress (as implemented in
visone), the CSN shows a natural segregation of different (meta-)stable free energy states that
include the unbound (labeled in blue), intermediate (green), and fully bound (red) states. It
furthers illustrates the co-existence two main groups of recognition pathways. While the peptides
mostly initiate binding through the C-terminal 2 and 3 and go through the intermediate state
toward the bound state, they can also initiate binding through 1 helices (e.g., the link between
nodes 37 and 218) and reach the bound state through an intermediate state that is mainly
stabilized by interactions between 1 helices (purple nodes). Interestingly, it appears that NCBD
NCBD
needs to pre-fold with 0.4< Qintra-tert
<0.8 to initiate binding through 1. Along the major pathway,

the CSN shows three key routes initiated by nodes 202, 248 and 270. These routes appear to
correspond to conformational selection (node 202) and induced folding initiated by NCBD-2

(node 248) and 3 (node 270) for the unbound-intermediate transitions observed from the free
energy analysis (e.g., see Fig. 5a). Transitions from the intermediate to bound state mainly go
through an intermediate state where NCBD become pre-folded (orange nodes), even though
highly cooperative binding and folding of 1 helices also appear possible (e.g., see direct links
between green and red nodes). Taken together, the CSN appears to provide a clear and concise
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illustration of the heterogeneous pathways of the NCBD/ACTR recognition that is fully
consistent with the observations derived from analysis of multiple free energy surfaces.
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Figure 9. The CSN of the synergetic folding of NCBD and ACTR. The nodes represent
the conformational microstates, and the links represent the transitions between them. The
node sizes and link widths reflect the statistical weights in logarithmic scale. The colors
of the nodes are assigned according to states of NCBD: blue: unfolded and unbound;
green: partially folded and bind with ACTR through NCBD-2 and3; orange, folded
and bind with ACTR throughNCBD-2 and 3; red, folded and bound; and, purple:
partially folded and bind to ACTR through NCBD-1. Representative snapshots are
shown for selected nodes, where NCBD and ACTR helices are colored using the same
scheme as in Fig. 4. The notation is the node ID (in bold fonts) followed by the bin
ACTR
NCBD
ACTR-1
indices (1 through 5) along the 8 structural descriptors ( Qintra
, Qintra-tert
, Qinter
,
ACTR- 2
ACTR- 3
NCBD-1
NCBD- 2
NCBD- 3
Qinter
, Qinter
, Qinter
, Qinter
, Qinter
; see Methods for detail).




Conclusions











Topology-based modeling has been successfully applied to investigate the synergistic folding of
two IDPs with drastically different residual stabilities in the unbound states. Through careful
calibration based on additional experimental data besides the complex structure, the topologybased model was able to properly capture the balance between the intrinsic folding propensities
of NCBD and ACTR and the strength of their intermolecular interaction. Subsequent simulations
revealed several important mechanistic features of the coupled binding and folding processes.
Despite a drastic difference in residual structural level, both NCBD and ACTR bind and fold in a
highly cooperative fashion on the baseline level that involves a key intermediate state. In the
intermediate state, the C-terminal helices 2 and 3 of NCBD and ACTR form a mini folding
core that allow rapid folding and binding of 1 helices. Interestingly, due to the highly structured
nature of the unbound NCBD, conformational selection appears to play significant roles in the
formation of both the intermediate state and the final specific complex. The binding-induced
tertiary folding of NCBD involves multiple stages of selection and induced folding, and is
clearly an example of “extended conformational selection”15,73. Importantly, key mechanistic
features predicted by the current topology-based modeling, such as regarding individual helix
folding and binding, tertiary folding, and intermolecular interactions, are surprisingly consistent
with independent atomistic simulations using implicit solvent protein force fields62. Several key
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aspects of the predicted mechanism are also consistent with the protection factor mapping
derived from a recent H/D-MS study of NCBD/ACTR60.
Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that, even for an unusually structured IDP like NCBD, the
recognition is initiated by the more flexible C-terminal segment and with substantial contribution
from induced folding. Formation of the meta-stable mini folding core appears necessary for
conformational selection to play an even larger role during later stages of recognition, where
NCBD-1 readily form native-like packing with the folded core and allows rapid binding and
folding of the rest of the complex. Combined with existing experimental and theoretical evidence
(see Introduction), the current work further supports the notion that induced folding is very likely
the prevalent mechanism of specific IDP-protein interactions. Even when conformational
selection does play a role, it will likely be limited to the local (secondary) structure level and
later stages of the recognition process. A fundamental question is then why and how induced
folding might confer functional advantages for IDP recognition. The need for proteins to remain
unstructured in the unbound state is believed to arise from certain functional constraints,
particularly in signaling and regulation, such as to allow high specificity coupled with low
affinity binding, inducibility by posttranslational modifications, structural plasticity for binding
multiple targets, and thermo-instability for alloteric regulation74,75. It has also been proposed that
disordered proteins could enhance the (nonspecific) binding rate up to 1.6 fold due to larger
capture radii (i.e., the fly-casting effects76,77). However, recent studies show that unbound IDPs
tend to be compact78-80 and thus may not have much greater capture radii to have the full flycasting effects. Furthermore, the rate-enhancing affect due to increased capture radii will be
largely offset by slower diffusion81. Therefore, it is not obvious that intrinsic disorder itself could
provide any significant kinetic advantages.
Instead, it appears that while required for satisfying other functional constraints, intrinsic
disorder could lead to a kinetic bottleneck that must be overcome to allow facile recognition in
signaling and regulation. This bottleneck arises from the requirement of (partial or full) folding
during specific binding, as protein folding is usually a slow process (compared to translational
and orientational diffusion) with an estimated “speed limit” of s82. Indeed, the recent dualtransition state model developed by Zhou20 predicts that the diffusion-limited binding rate
provides an upper bound of the binding rate, which is achieved only if the protein can rapidly
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undergo folding transition upon nonspecific binding. This limit corresponds to the case of
induced folding. In contrast, conformational selection arises in the limit of slow conformational
transitions and actually defines the lower bound of the binding rate. Interestingly, existing
experimental binding rates show that IDPs bind no slower than globular proteins81. This suggests
that IDPs are able to overcome the kinetic bottleneck of folding and achieve rates near or at the
diffusion limit. This is consistent with the notion that induced folding is the prevalent mechanism
for coupled binding and folding of IDPs. A key question is then how IDPs manage to fold so
rapidly upon nonspecific binding, often at rates beyond the traditional folding speed limit. The
constraint of rapid folding could explain why the interaction motifs of IDPs are usually short and
often fold into simple topologies with low contact orders upon binding. Furthermore, it is likely
that IDPs (and their binding targets) may exploit additional physical properties to achieve rapid
folding. For example, previous studies of IDP interactions21 and protein-DNA interactions83,84
have suggested that long-range electrostatic interactions may play an important role.
While it is encouraging that simple models derived from the folded complex topology can
reliably predict important features of coupled binding and folding, several inherent limitations of
such models should not be overlooked. For example, topology-derived models can not faithfully
describe specific details of the unbound states, particularly non-native-like residual structures85,
or properly model the encounter complexes, a critical step that often involve transient
nonspecific contacts23,24. Importantly, non-native interactions can play an important role in
stabilizing nonspecific encounter complexes and/or folding intermediates, leading to nontrivial
consequences in binding and folding pathway and kinetics86,87. Given the prevalence of charges
in IDPs, long-range electrostatic interactions do not only modulate the conformational properties
of the unbound states80,88, but can also play a key role in the binding and folding interactions21.
Explicit charges could be introduced into the conventional topology-derived models to account
for long-range electrostatic interactions89,90. Nonetheless, even though more sophisticated Gōlike models might be exploited91, contributions of specific yet non-native interactions are not
encoded in the topology per se and can not be expected to be properly accounted for in topologybased modeling in general. It is also important to emphasize that detail characterization of
disordered protein states and transient structures represent a broader challenge beyond topologybased modeling. Due to the heterogeneous and dynamic nature of such states, experiments alone
generally do not provide sufficient restraints for unambiguous determination of the unfolded
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ensembles92-94. Arguments can be made that de novo molecular simulations are necessary to
provide the missing structural detail of free IDPs5,95,96, even though such simulations are limited
by both sample capability and force field accuracy. At present, only small free IDPs could be
modeled using physics-based force fields with reasonable reliability, and direct simulations of
the coupled binding and folding processes are largely out of reach. As such, it is important to
tightly integrate hypothesis-driven topology-based modeling, physics-based de novo simulation,
and various biochemical and biophysical characterizations to obtain better understanding of how
the structure and interaction of IDPs are precisely controlled and regulated.
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Table S1: All 76 native intermolecular contacts identified from PDB:1KBH, model 1.
Residues 1-47 correspond to ACTR residues 1040-1086, and residues 48-106 correspond
to NCBD residues 2059-2117.
Contacting Residues

ij (kcal/mol)

Contacting Residues

ij (kcal/mol)

GLU 1 ILE 52
GLU 1 GLN 85
GLN 3 GLN 85
SER 4 ARG 50
ASP 5 ARG 50
ASP 5 SER 51
GLU 6 ARG 50
GLU 6 SER 51
LEU 9 SER 51
LEU 9 SER 53
LEU 9 LEU 57
LEU 10 GLN 85
LEU 10 LEU 86
LEU 10 ALA 89
GLN 12 LEU 57
GLN 12 LEU 61
LEU 13 SER 53
LEU 13 ALA 56
LEU 13 LEU 60
LEU 13 LEU 61
LEU 13 LEU 86
HSD 14 LEU 86
HSD 14 ALA 89
LEU 16 LEU 61
LEU 16 LEU 64
LEU 16 LYS 65
LEU 17 LEU 60
LEU 17 LEU 64
LEU 17 VAL 76
LEU 17 LEU 80
LEU 17 LEU 86
LEU 17 PHE 90
SER 18 GLN 93
SER 18 ARG 94
ASN 19 LEU 64
ASP 21 ARG 94
ASP 21 LYS 97
ALA 22 LEU 64

0.514847
0.223573
0.242466
0.255062
0.360550
0.256636
0.357402
0.233019
0.617187
0.617187
1.160374
0.636080
1.160374
0.773058
0.636080
0.636080
0.617187
0.773058
1.160374
1.160374
1.160374
0.714803
0.379444
1.160374
1.160374
0.530592
1.160374
1.160374
1.020248
1.160374
1.160374
1.146204
0.234594
0.255062
0.588847
0.360550
0.264509
0.773058

ALA 22 SER 68
THR 23 SER 69
LEU 25 LEU 64
LEU 25 PHE 90
LEU 25 ARG 94
GLU 27 GLN 74
ILE 28 VAL 76
ILE 28 LEU 77
ILE 28 LEU 80
ILE 28 PHE 90
ASP 29 PHE 90
ASP 29 ARG 94
ASP 29 TYR 98
ALA 31 LEU 77
LEU 32 LEU 77
LEU 32 MET 87
LEU 32 PHE 90
LEU 32 ILE 91
ILE 34 PHE 90
ILE 34 ILE 91
ILE 34 ARG 94
ILE 34 THR 95
ILE 34 TYR 98
PRO 35 TYR 98
LEU 37 ILE 91
LEU 37 THR 95
VAL 38 THR 95
VAL 38 TYR 98
VAL 38 VAL 99
ASN 39 MET 105
GLN 42 LYS 92
GLN 42 THR 95
ALA 43 THR 95
ALA 43 ALA 96
ALA 43 VAL 99
LEU 44 GLN 106
GLU 45 LYS 92
LYS 47 LYS 92

0.316466
0.308593
1.160374
1.146204
0.634506
0.223573
0.952546
1.108417
1.108417
1.076928
0.547911
0.360550
0.434550
0.773058
1.160374
1.009226
1.146204
1.108417
1.076928
1.029694
0.571528
0.634506
0.826589
0.502251
1.108417
0.683314
0.544762
0.727399
0.869100
0.464465
0.203105
0.299147
0.365274
0.428252
0.636080
0.636080
0.283402
0.018893

1

2

Figure S1. Residue-residue intra-molecular contact maps of ACTR and NCBD in the
complex. The contact maps are derived from the PDB:1kbh model 1. The solid bars mark the
locations of helical segments formed in the complex.
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a)

b)

Figure S2. a) Five bound and five unbound conformations randomly selected from the REX
calibration simulation using the final calibrated sequenced-flavored Gō-like model. NCBD is
shown in purple trace and ACTR in cyan. b) Representative time traces of the fractions of
inter- and intra-molecular contacts from one of eleven independent 30-s production
simulations at Tm = 315 K.
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a)

b)

Figure S3. a) The PMFs as functions of Qinter with three of scaling values of the
intermolecular interaction strength searched during model calibration. b) The heat
capacity as a function of temperature. The curves were calculated from various
segments of a 4.9-s REX simulation of the NCBD/ACTR complex using the final
calibrated model. The simulation appears to reasonably converged after 4 s.

Figure S4. The RMSF profiles of NCBD and ACTR in the bound state at 300 K. These
profiles were calculated from a 1-s simulation of the folded complex using the final
calibrated model.

5

Table S2: Summary of all 11 production simulations at 315 K. The average fraction of the
unbound state is above 0.5, indicating that Tm is actually slightly below 315 K. The five
initial bound (b1 to b5) and unbound (u1 to u5) conformations are shown in Fig. S2a.
Initial Conformation

Time (s)

Ntrans

Pub

1KBH Model 1

30

26

0.62

1100.pdb (b1)

30

29

0.50

6200.pdb (b2)

30

23

0.73

6800.pdb (b3)

30

21

0.60

700.pdb (b4)

30

16

0.69

7200.pdb (b5)

30

26

0.55

15230.pdb (u1)

30

29

0.61

4200.pdb (u2)

30

20

0.80

2900.pdb (u3)

30

20

0.78

19113.pdb (u4)

30

30

0.65

23510.pdb (u5)

30

28

0.62

Average

30

24.4

0.65
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Figure S5. Distributions of the fractions of intra-molecular contacts of various ACTR
and NCBD helical segments in the unbound, intermediate and bound states. See the
main text for the state assignment criteria.

Figure S6. Distributions of the distances and cross-angles between NCBD helices in the
unbound, intermediate and bound states. The helix-helix distances were calculated as
the distances between the CA atoms at the middle of the helices. See the main text for
the state assignment criteria.
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Figure S7. CSN of the synergetic folding of NCBD and ACTR, constructed by including the
most populated 200 nodes and additional 300 nodes from the transition paths. The nodes are
colored in the same fashion as in Fig. 9 of the main text.
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